
Vendor Search Services
As the sponsor of a defined contribution plan, you know that your 
participants’ interactions with your recordkeeper can affect their 
level of satisfaction with this important benefit. Fiduciaries should 
periodically review recordkeeper services provided and reaffirm 
vendor selection.

Aon’s recordkeeper search and selection process is 
designed to help plan sponsors determine their specific 
servicing requirements and identify a vendor who can best 
meet their unique needs. The process is conducted in a 
thorough, diligent manner, and supporting documentation is 
provided to confirm that you have fulfilled your fiduciary 
responsibilities. 

The vendor market is competitive and constantly changing, 
as new products and services are introduced, and 
technologies evolve. Plan sponsors are expected to 
continually evaluate whether new developments in the 
marketplace make sense for their employee population. 

Aon consultants provide extensive experience and expertise 
to guide you through a comprehensive review and 
assessment of current and prospective recordkeepers. We 
have developed and maintain a comprehensive vendor 
database that includes 1000+ questions within eight service 
categories (as well as non-qualified plans, company stock 
and 403(b) service models, when applicable). The vendor 
responses are updated annually and at any time a vendor 
makes a service model change. 

Service categories: 

Organization and market 
focus

Participant experience

Recordkeeping Plan sponsor experience

Conversion Fee flexibility and 
transparency

Regulatory and compliance Investment products

We aim to add value to the vendor search and 
selection process by leveraging our vendor and 
recordkeeping knowledge: 

● Educate on service enhancements within the
marketplace and how they may be leveraged for
staff and employees

● Provide insights into participant communications
and distribution channels to help educate
participants

● Explain how vendors’ pricing models function
and potentially negotiate lower fees for the client

● Evaluate and set required services to redefine
your vendor partnership and help ensure future
expectations are met, even if no vendor change
is made

Our Approach to Vendor Search and Selection 



Conversion Assistance 

Our in-depth understanding of your plan provisions and servicing requirements enable us to 
effectively manage the transition to a new recordkeeper. During the conversion process we:  

Our process typically includes the following and may be customized to your needs: 

 ● Conduct and facilitate kickoff meeting to confirm
your objectives and priorities

 ● Create a comprehensive request for proposal
(RFP), addressing each vendor’s core
capabilities, as well as your custom servicing
requirements

 ● Serve as the focal point for vendor inquiries
 ● Obtain customized, binding administration fees
based on your plan demographics and design

Kickoff 
meeting

Finalist 
presentations Selection

Analyze 
vendor 
responses

Vendors 
complete RFP

Develop & 
distribute RFP

● Analyze and score the qualitative and
quantitative data supplied by various vendors

● Identify and evaluate all channels of revenue
received by the vendors

● Develop written search report to help fulfill
fiduciary responsibility

● Facilitate and attend finalist presentations, and
assist you in making a final decision

● Serve as your representative with the prior
and newly selected vendor

● Provide advice regarding best practices

● Review recordkeeping service agreement to
ensure fees and services are consistent with
commitments made during the RFP process

● Ensure service level guarantees are
appropriately outlined

● Work with you and selected vendor to
help ensure all milestones are met

● Review administration manual drafted by
recordkeeper
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About

Aon plc (NYSE: AON) exists to shape decisions 
for the better—to protect and enrich the lives of 
people around the world. Our colleagues provide 
our clients in over 120 countries with advice 
and solutions that give them the clarity and 
confidence to make better decisions to protect 
and grow their business. 

Contact Us 

For more information on Aon’s Vendor Search Services and Conversion Assistance, please contact:  

Leslie Smith Danielle Farmer
+1.770.690.7358
danielle.farmer@aon.com

Investment advice and consulting services provided by Aon Investments 
USA Inc. (“Aon Investments”). The information contained herein is given 
as of the date hereof and does not purport to give information as of any 
other date. The delivery at any time shall not, under any circumstances, 
create any implication that there has been a change in the information 
set forth herein since the date hereof or any obligation to update or 
provide amendments hereto.  

This document is not intended to provide, and shall not be relied upon 
for, accounting, legal or tax advice or investment recommendations. 
Any accounting, legal, or taxation position described in this 
presentation is a general statement and shall only be used as a guide. 
It does not constitute accounting, legal, and tax advice and is based on 
Aon Investments’ understanding of current laws and interpretation.  

This document is intended for general information purposes only and 
should not be construed as advice or opinions on any specific facts or 
circumstances. The content of this document is made available on an 
“as is” basis, without warranty of any kind. Aon Investments disclaims 
any legal liability to any person or organization for loss or damage 
caused by or resulting from any reliance placed on that content. Aon 
Investments reserves all rights to the content of this document. No part 
of this document may be reproduced, stored, or transmitted by any 
means without the express written consent of Aon Investments.  

Aon Investments USA Inc. is a federally registered investment advisor 
with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission. Aon Investments 
is also registered with the Commodity Futures Trading Commission as 
a commodity pool operator and a commodity trading advisor and is a 
member of the National Futures Association. The Aon Investments ADV 
Form Part 2A disclosure statement is available upon written request to: 

Aon Investments USA Inc. 
200 E. Randolph Street 
Suite 700 
Chicago, IL 60601 
ATTN: AIUSA Compliance 
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